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Wagner, Steve, see Ecosteel Building System
Walker, Richard, see Great Britain
Walnut Lane Memorial Bridge, see Precast
Ware, William, 26
Warner, Paul, 154, 163–165, 195, 268. see also
Irontown Homebuilding Company & Kaufmann, Michelle.
Warranty, 91, 97, 106, 280
Waste, see Lean construction

Weather, affects of, 84, 86, 88, 95, 106, 137, 151, 188, 197, 201, 204, 207, 215, 234, 316, 332
Weissenhof Estate, 27
Welding, see Fabrication
Wolverhampton Development, see O’Connell East Architects of Manchester
Work flow, see Fordism & Supply chain management (SCM)
Workforce, see Labor
Working conditions, see Labor
World Expo 1967, 22, 35–36, 40. see also Moshie Safdie Associates, Habitat
Wrap around, 164, 193, 206. see also Setting
Wright, Frank Lloyd, 5, 14, 26, 31, 43.
Assembled House (Usonian), 22, 31, 40, 142

Z
Zachary Construction Corporation, 181. see also
Elements, modular
Zahner, L. William, 114, 151. see also A. Zahner